
IRENEO
an enthusiast

Meet Ireneo Torca, an enthusiastic SIMULIA teacher for 
more than 15 years! Ireneo is a lecturer in Mechanical and 

Production Engineering at the Faculty of Engineering of 
Mondragon Unibertsitatea (MU). MU is a modern 

cooperative university in the Basque region of Spain, 
with 5000 students in four major faculties.
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“Practical engineering and application of 
scientific knowledge is deeply rooted in our 

pedagogy,” says Ireneo Torca. “We always offer 
work-integrated study opportunities to our 

students at companies both within and outside 
Mondragon Corporation. That’s why we always aim 

to be up-to-date with what industry needs in terms of 
new skills! We’ve used SIMULIA Abaqus at the 

university for more than 20 years, as both a research 
and teaching tool.

The Faculty of Engineering began as a vocational training center in 1943 and has since grown to offer 
post-doctoral positions. It was here that Mondragon Corporation first saw the light of day, now a business 

group with over 250 companies and 81,000 employees.
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In 2016, we heard about the 3DEXPERIENCE® platform and have used it ever since for ourselves and with our students for a 
wide range of experiences. Regarding realistic simulation, we use the 3DEXPERIENCE platform to teach the finite element 
method and topology optimization. To engage students, we set a semester project, based on project-based learning (PBL) 

methodologies, which requires them to use the platform in groups. The 3DEXPERIENCE platform has helped improve 
collaboration and facilitate exchanges using dashboards.

The work was collaborative at the student-teacher level and at the student workgroup level. 
Each group had a collaborative space where they developed the project, sharing information 

at all times with their teachers. In short, the 3DEXPERIENCE platform is the BEST tool to 
engage students on engineering projects at the University!

Master’s Degree in Biomedical Technologies
Design, topology optimization and manufacturing of a 3D printed customized forearm cast. For this project, we 

used a wide variety of platform apps, since we had to digitize the hand, the generation of a solid based on surfaces, 
the finite element analysis, the topological optimization, the redesign and the additive manufacturing of customized 
plaster. During the Covid crisis, supervising the student’s work was made a lot easier thanks to the platform. It was a 

multidisciplinary project, with all data available at any time and from any location. It also encompassed 
biomechanical design and analysis and additive manufacturing aspects.

Some examples of Academic 3DEXPERIENCE projects at Mondragon University

Master’s Degree in Industrial Engineering
The objective was to develop innovative suspensions for a collaborative project 

involving light radio-controlled racing cars and others built a drone on the 
3DEXPERIENCE platform. This project was very important in terms of 

collaborative work, as we worked in collaboration with the University of Nantes in 
France. While a group of students in France carried out the design, another group 
of students here in Spain handled the Simulation. The simulation results had an 

impact on the design, which then had to be simulated again. It was a great 
experience for the students. They found collaborating with peers in another 

country really motivating and they learned a lot!

Part to simulate:
only part flexible

Parts involve in 
the simulation:
rigid bodies 
(first approach)


